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Dogs Attack Statistics by Breed
An estimated 4.5 million people are bitten by dogs in the United States each year and 850,000 people require medical attention each year due to dog bites. The following seven breeds are believed to be the most aggressive and biting breeds:Pit bulls,
Rottweilers,
German Shepherds,
American Bulldogs,
Mastiffs,
Siberian … [Read more...] about Dogs Attack Statistics by Breed 2023
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In the world there are thousands breeds of dogs, many of which were formed by nature, while others, due to the proximity of humans and dogs, were bred by crossing. Among the variety of breeds there are companion and toy dogs, dog-Shepherds, dog-guards, dogs-hounds, and others.Some of the breeds are now considered to be the dangerous dogs, and in most countries these … [Read more...] about Full banned dog breeds by countries updated 2023 XL Bully UK
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Appearance is deceptive: top most aggressive dog breeds
Any dog can bite but some dogs do it much more frequently than other breeds. We used to mistakenly believe that the most biting and aggressive is a large and dangerous dog breed, such as Pitbull Terriers, Rottweilers and Dobermans. For many it will be a surprise, but more often the smaller breeds of dogs are more … [Read more...] about Appearance is deceptive: top most aggressive dog breeds 2023
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According to the CDC, the United States experiences roughly 5 million dog bites annually. Among these incidents, approximately 900,000 necessitate medical treatment, leading to an unfortunate annual toll of 20 to 30 fatalities due to dog attacks. Alarmingly, children bear a higher risk of being bitten compared to adults, with the most frequent cases involving children aged 5 to … [Read more...] about What to do in a dog attack and bitten by a dog?
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Some history facts about dogs
 The oldest dog’s bones have been found in Asia and are dated back to the X century BC. The first definite breed appeared for about nine thousand years ago and it’s appearance was close to the modern Greyhound.• The ancient Egyptians really worshiped their dogs: after the death of their beloved pet owners shaved their eyebrows, … [Read more...] about Some history facts about dogs
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